
CAFE CURTAIN - MEASURING
GUIDE

Mounting your pole or wire in the middle of the flat sections of frame either side of the window.
In line with the sash join/window bar. 
Your curtain should almost reach the sill, stopping 1cm short

Whether you choose to order a classic pocket top, or pleated cafe curtain, the measurements we
require are the same. 

While there’s no right or wrong way to position our curtains, we generally recommend...
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**If an East London Cloth curtain rod also being ordered please see our pole guidance PDF.

Simply provide us with the width
of the pole or wire (A-B). 
As your curtain will always have
some gather absolute accuracy is
not essential. 

Curtain Width- 

D

Using the same bracket centre
points (A&B), measure down to
the sill (C&D) then subtract 1cm. 
Check both sides (A-C & B-D). If
they’re different use the shorter
measurement. 
Round down to the nearest cm if
required. A few mm shorter will
have little to no effect on finished
look of your curtain. 

Drop -

C



When measuring for a bay window each window should be treated individually. Order in the same
way as if the windows were completely separate

We recommend 3 curtains, one for each pane. We offer our poles with a second centre bracket for
these windows. 

Bay Windows- 

Triple Windows - 

Because our curtains have a small amount of gather there is some room for error on the width
measurement, being a cm or two off in either direction will have little impact on the finished look. For
the drop measurement its best to make it slightly shorter if you’re not sure, an extra cm of space
between the curtain bottom & sill will be completely unnoticeable. 

No, each East London Cloth curtain comes made to size with our signature amount of gather, we work
this out for you, please just enter the pole width.

No, we’ll account for this & reduce accordingly. 

FAQs.

I’m not confident to measure, can you help? 

Do I need to factor in any changes in my width measurements so my curtain has
gather/bunching/rouching? 

Do I need to change my drop measurement if I’m having pencil pleat? 


